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 2 Green economy Bremerhaven

aCting in ConCert – For a SUSTainaBLe BreMerhaven

Pursuing the guiding principle of a green economy, 
we, the economic development company of the City 
of bremerhaven, would like to provide additional sup-
port regarding environmentally friendly, qualitative 
and, as such, sustainable growth. the foundation for 

this is constituted by numerous bremerhaven compa-
nies, institutions and the research sector. examples 
of these will be provided in this brochure. already to-
day, they demonstrate how well ecological challenges 
can be reconciled with prosperous business dealings.
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More than ever before, companies see themselves in global com-
petition for national and international market shares. in the Fed-
eral State of Bremen, we see this competition as an opportunity 
to make a contribution that will ensure the creation and securing 
of future-oriented jobs. This is to be achieved through the close 
intermeshing of economy, ecology, science and social aspects.
Bremerhaven’s economic structure offers strong players 
for achieving this: Bremen “greenports”, as a mainstay for 
sustainable logistics; the food industry that is characterised by 
resource-friendly production; the offshore wind industry that 
is an important building block for successful energy transition. 
in particular, however, this is also achieved by the local small 
and medium-sized companies which, owing to their flexibility 
and innovative power, are important drivers for energy and 
resource efficiency, in addition to an internationally renowned 
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aCting in ConCert – For a SUSTainaBLe BreMerhaven

welcome to bremerhaven, home port of the green economy

The guiding principle of the green economy - sustainable 
economic growth - this is the future! and this has long since not 
only applied on paper at Bremerhaven: energy and raw material 
efficiency, sustainable mobility, environmental technology, 
ecologically acceptable waste management or corporate social 
responsibility are fields of action that have already found their 
way into numerous Bremerhaven companies’ daily operations. 
in this regard, 33 of the “Partnerschaft Umwelt Unternehmen” 
(Partnership environment companies) environmental network’s 
companies come from Bremerhaven and, with their environ-
mental performances, which by far exceed the stipulated legal 
framework, they demonstrate how one can be competitive also 
with environmental and climate protection activities.

research and development landscape that successfully coop-
erates with the local economy and helps to find answers to 
topical future questions.
yet another advantage of the maritime city: the availability of 
commercial real estate in close proximity to the water front 
with sufficient water depth for sea-going vessels and as such 
opens up a world of outstanding economic prospects. here, 
by taking into account sensitive dealings with nature and the 
landscape, we would like to create possibilities for further 
economic growth and develop a sustainable industrial park. 
First and foremost, we have entrepreneurs in our sights who, 
with their companies, would like to assume responsibility for 
people and the environment.
We would be delighted to welcome you to  
Bremerhaven as well!

 

our location has successfully set the course to achieve this. and our 
environmentally active economy, which has cast anchor here, coop-
erates closely with science, research and politics. in this brochure, 
you will get to know the ropes for this - the green connection in our 
maritime city in more detail. This is because we all pull together 
here: politics, administration, business, science and civil society. on 
the following pages you can find out for yourself what our maritime 
city has on offer, and how your company can benefit from it, too.
you will see: mooring in Bremerhaven is worth your while!  
 

Melf grantz
Mayor of the city of Bremerhaven

 
 
Martin günthner
Senator for economy, Labour and Ports 
of the Free hanseatic city of Bremen





LocaTion and econoMic STrUcTUre
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facts & figures

 the Federal State of Bremen consists of Bremer-
haven and the city of Bremen, which is located  
53 km to the south of it. as such, it is the only Ger-
man two-city state.

 119,937 inhabitants (status 31.12.2015) live on a 
total surface of 9,382 ha.

 in the Luneplate district, on a surface of 1,284 ha, 
is the largest nature reserve of the Federal State of 
Bremen.

 the largest employers are adwen, the alfred 
Wegener institute for Polar and marine research, 
BLG LoGiSticS, deutsche See, eurogate, Frosta, 
Frozen Fish international, mSc Gate Bremerhaven, 
north Sea, ntB north Sea terminal Bremerhaven, 
PowerBlades, Senvion.

 about 1,500 employees are employed in the fields 
of science and research.

 high-performance terminals connect the maritime 
city with the largest ports on earth.

 annually, about 100,000 holidaymakers board 
cruise ships from the columbuscruisecenter.

 optimal hinterland access via the motorway, 
railway and inland waterways.
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The green ciTy aT The BLUe SeaSide
the location on the außenweser and with the north 
Sea right outside - ever since its founding in 1827, 
these factors have decisively influenced the business 
location of bremerhaven. 

With about 120,000 inhabitants on a surface of almost 94 
square kilometres, Bremerhaven is the largest city along the 

the fresh breeze blowing here ensures tailwind for our 
business. developers and discoverers with innovative ide-
as have found their home port in the maritime city. With 
them, a progressive approach and sustainable business 
dealings have a long tradition: in this regard, the alfred 
Wegener institute for Polar and marine research (aWi) laid 
the foundation for Bremerhaven’s development toward a 
climate city in 1980. With us, pioneers in the field of off-
shore wind power development are right at home, and it 
is also here that the concept of sustainable fishing had its 

German north Sea coast, and it is characterised by a distinc-
tive maritime profile. With its harbours, the city is pivotal for 
commodity flow to america, asia and europe. as such, it is 
an important logistics location. a well-known fish and food 
industry concentrates its activities here. more yet: Bremer-
haven offers a healthy branch mixture with innovation po-
tential, including everything from global players to small and 

eStabliShed loCation WiTh a BrighT FUTUre
origin. in line with the “greenports” philosophy, our ports 
are characterised by responsible environmental dealings. 
We resolutely pursue this adopted course: with the guid-
ing principle of Green economy, which is set to positively 
mould the future business development of Bremerhaven, 
create new jobs in the future green markets, and ensure 
prosperity for the citizens. an important partner with this 
process is the research and development landscape that 
is located here and enjoys an international reputation in 
the energy and resource efficiency sectors.

medium-sized enterprises from industry and trade, crafts-
manship and service. that the maritime city is also an ideal 
recreational location is confirmed by the growing number 
of visitors. numerous sightseers and tourists come to ex-
perience a trip through the climate zones at the Klimahaus 
(science center), go for a walk along the dike or discover the 
bank of the Weser river and its idyllic countryside by bike.





PorT and LogiSTicS
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SeT SaiL WiTh “greenPorTS”
at the außenweser, one can effectively set sail for all 
corners of the world, using the shortest possible path. 
Companies in a variety of different sectors benefit 
from these - and many more - locational advantages.
 
as the fourth-largest european container terminal and 
most powerful automotive hub on our continent, Bremen 

ports are attractive worldwide. at the autoterminal, for 
instance, more than two million vehicles are handled 
every year - and the trend is growing. For this reason, 
the “Kaiserschleuse”, which was constructed in 1892, 
was modified a few years ago. in future, it can also be 
passed by the largest car carriers. the Bremen ports also 
offer a significant benefit for the offshore wind industry, 

where reliable supply and delivery via maritime trans-
port is essential: for the neighbouring commercial areas, 
Bremerhaven is both a production and logistics location. 
yet another core competence of the service providers on 
site benefits the fish and food industry - the storage and 
distribution of time critical and temperature-controlled 
goods.
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facts & figures

 the largest ships, with up to 18,000 containers on board, also 
regularly set sail from here.

 in 2015, container handling amounted to more than 5.5 million 
teu (standard containers); 60.7 million tons were handled in the 
field of seaborne cargo.

 about 95,000 parking spaces are available for vehicles at the 
autoterminal, of which 50,000 spaces are covered. 

 euroGate, the container terminal operator, relies on regenerative 
energy sources. the purpose is to reduce the co2 emissions per 
container by 25 % by 2020. For this, it also operates an own wind 
turbine plant in the port. annually, it produces 9 million kWh of elec-
tricity, which is sufficient to load and unload 2 million containers.
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“greenPortS” –  
everyThing PoinTing ToWardS green

longeSt riverSide 
quay on earTh

By the way: already for many years, bremenports has 
been aligning the port’s destiny to the “greenports” 
strategy. the objective is to reconcile economy, ecology 
and other social requirements. in this regard, partners 
from science and business assist on site. Projects are 
realised in cooperation - from ecological compensation 
for the quay and lock construction, right up to numerous 
solutions for environmentally-friendly port operations. in 
so doing, state-of-the-art technology reduces the noise 
level on the premises, and shipyards clean service water 
for recycling. Should this be requested, the possibility 

»as logistics hub of the north, the long-term planning of a 
future-oriented infrastructure is of vital importance. This only 
functions when all aspects of sustainability are taken into ac-
count. This strategy, which is summarised under the header of 
“greenports” is not only becoming increasingly more important 
for us as an international logistics service provider but also for 
our customers. With this advantage, we can also assert our-
selves on the market in competition with other ports.«
frank dreeke
ceo BLG LoGiSticS

it is the maritime city’s container terminals that create 
yet another record: after a total length of five expansion 
measures, the premises have grown to a total of almost 
five kilometres. this longest connected riverside quay on 
earth simultaneously offers 14 berths for large container 
vessels. the entire harbour infrastructure is operated 
by bremenports on behalf of the Free hanseatic city of 
Bremen. the company’s experts remain in close contact 
with the maritime business and logistics to consistently 
and sustainably align the port’s development to current 
and future needs.

to supply ships with LnG (liquified natural gas) - which 
makes shipping cleaner - can be guaranteed. LnG drive-
trains that are also deployed with ships in port mainte-
nance as of august 2016 reduce the emission of nitro-
gen oxide by up to 80 per cent as well as carbon dioxide 
emissions by 20 per cent. there are no more sulphur di-
oxide and fine dust emissions - an important contribution 
for climate and environmental protection.



FiSh and Food indUSTry
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having grown from a long tradition and equipped with 
state-of-the-art technology - this is how we produce 
here. a high degree of innovation is guaranteed by 
optimal networking with research establishments.

Fresh fish is a part of us, just like baguette is a part of 
Paris. more than 5,000 persons are employed in the local 
fish and food industry today. With about 80 large-scale 
enterprises and medium-sized operations, Bremerhaven 

is the centre of German fish processing and a hub for ad-
ditional commodity flow: additional high-grade foods are 
processed to first-class convenience products here. it 
is not without reason that internationally active compa-
nies from the fish and food industry, such as Frozen Fish 
international, Frosta, deutsche See, meereskost and 
nordsee, have their headquarters in Bremerhaven: pack-
aging and storage companies are located in the fishery 
port as well as forwarding agencies that are specialised 
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  ¤ in refrigerated transport. research establishments that 
focus on product development, food analytics and qual-
ity assurance support the local companies in further 
optimising their processes and developing innovative 
products. What is more, with the port and an optimal 
connection to road and rail traffic, the location allows 
numerous trade and distribution routes to the world. By 
the way: in Schaufenster Fischereihafen, city guests can 
enjoy the oceans’ offerings in a maritime atmosphere.

facts & figures

 the per-head consumption of fish products is about 14 kg 
per year, and counting.

 experts of the World Wide Fund For nature (WWF) have 
pointed out that global fishing has no more growth poten-
tial, and that fishing grounds must be treated with great 
care.

 in Bremerhaven, aquaculture in recirculating systems is 
being expedited. it is an important source of sustainable 
business growth and, as such, also serves as a job engine in 
the fish and food industry.

 Frosta was the first food producer in Germany to participate 
in a pilot project for determining carbon footprints. the 
results prove: the greenhouse gas emissions that are 
released in the course of manufacturing and consuming 
the inspected dishes are similar to those of home-cooked 
meals!

arriving FreShLy on Land  
and SUSTainaBLy ProceSSed
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CaSt off 
For SUSTainaBLe  
ProdUcTion

 Soon on board: thünen institute

in Bremerhaven, the fish and food industry can rely on 
partners from science and politics to master some of 
their greatest challenges: reducing their own energy con-
sumption and minimising environmental pollution. in the 
maritime city, sustainable, ecological production is accel-
erated in mutual projects, promotion programmes and a 
great degree of self-initiative on the part of the compa-
nies. this is bearing fruit: in the past five years, thanks to 
environmental investments and responsible actions, the 
complete industry has significantly reduced co2 emis-
sions and, in so doing, has contributed considerably to 
staying on track with the “climate city” objectives.

in 2018, the thünen Specialist institute of Fisheries ecol-
ogy will be moving into newly constructed premises 
in Fischereihafen. employees promote long-term and 
healthy fish populations and ecological systems in the 
north Sea as well as in the north atlantic with their fun-
damental research. With their work, they are a boon for 
businesses on site.

»The topic of sustainability is a matter close to our heart. So as not to jeop-
ardise the fish variety, we only use fish and seafood from sustainable, MSc-
certified fishing. an additional goal of our company is to further reduce our 
greenhouse gas emissions. in this regard, we in Bremerhaven find ourselves 
in best company together with other companies and institutions, who already 
form a strong network today, especially in the fishing economy.« 
felix ahlers 
ceo of FroSta aG

¤
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  ¤ giving WingS To The energy  
TranSiTion WiTh green eLecTriciTy
in bremerhaven, the complete branch competence 
is bundled at one location. the result is numerous 
linking factors for the wind business.

With regard to offshore wind power, course was set for 
the vast ocean expanse already more than ten years ago. 
With success: the city is the industrial and scientific cen-
trepiece for the european offshore wind power industry. 
at no other location on earth is there such a closely-
meshed network of pioneers and developers, producers 

and service providers along the entire value chain. Be it 
in the form of planning offices and financiers, manufac-
turers and subcontractors of machines, rotor blades and 
foundations, or apprenticeship and research centres. in 
the meantime, the full range of industry competence is 
on board. thus it comes as no surprise that the network 
of the offshore wind power sector of the north-west re-
gion, which simultaneously is the German-wide contact 
partner for the offshore wind industry, has its headquar-
ters in Bremerhaven: the WaB wind power agency, which 

facts & figures

 With Senvion and adwen, two manufacturers of offshore wind turbines 
are domiciled at the location.

 a rotor blade manufacturer (PowerBlades)

 1,500 directly employed persons

 approx. 50 service providers and subcontractors supplying the offshore 
wind industry, with about 1,000 employees

 an additional 270 ha for production and assembly surfaces are available 
in direct proximity to the manufacturers.

 Bremerhaven is a test location for six offshore wind turbines 

 a master programme in wind power technology at the Bremerhaven 
university of applied Science

in the meantime has more than 350 companies and insti-
tutions as members. they are regularly brought together 
to discuss their experiences - at trade fairs, events and 
study trips or with project cooperations.
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»The offshore wind power sector is at home in 
Bremerhaven - and we from Fraunhofer iWeS are 
right at the centre of things. The gigantic compo-
nents of the new turbine generations, which have 
a weight of up to 400 tons, are tested at our test 
stands. Thus the direct proximity to the quay is a 
true locational advantage, since it offers our interna-
tional customers tangible logistic benefits. With the 
development and expansion of new test infrastruc-
tures on site, we can optimally link competences 
and expand our portfolio in a needs-based manner.«
dr antje wagenknecht 
office manager of the Fraunhofer institute  
for Wind energy and energy System technology

aLWayS on the riSe Clean energy aT The BLUe ocean
materials must be tested, turbines and equipment must 
be optimised: offshore wind power is a comparatively 
young branch. accordingly, the need for fundamental re-
search and innovative development is high. this is taken 
into account with practice-oriented research facilities 
and companies. one of these is the German WindGuard 
engineering Gmbh. among other things, it operates a 
special laboratory with an acoustically-optimised wind 
channel for the quality assessment of rotor blades.

the location offers best conditions for offshore wind power indus-
try companies - also for rapid growth. From here, powerhouses, rotor 
blades, towers and even entire transformer stations can be transported 
abroad: to destinations worldwide or directly to the wind farm construc-
tion sites in the German bay. Bremerhaven offers a specially construct-
ed quay and terminal for this. With the further development of waterside 
commercial areas that are suitable for seagoing vessels, and with in-
vestments in the infrastructure, optimal prerequisites are also created 
for start-up companies.



Science and reSearch
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dedicaTed To The FUTUre -  
deveLoPing SUSTainaBLe innovaTionS
this is how business stays on the road to success 
right from the outset: with partners and pioneers 
from science and research, who lie at anchor in the 
maritime city.

it is the engine of the Bremerhaven business location and 
trendsetter for companies in a large number of different 
branches: the nationally and internationally successful 
scientific landscape set in the maritime city. With its nu-
merous research establishments, the scientific sector is 

densely populated. this exerts a great pulling force and 
allows direct contact to the companies on site. close co-
operation with the economy has always played an impor-
tant role for all institutes. Working together, projects are 
realised and products developed to market maturity.
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the science and research  
establishments with regard  
to the green economy
 alfred Wegener institute for Polar and marine research (aWi)

 fk-wind – institute for Wind energy at the Bremerhaven university  
of applied Sciences

 Fraunhofer institute for Wind energy and energy System technology 
(iWeS)

 Bremerhaven university of applied Sciences

 institute of Shipping economics and Logistics (iSL)

 thünen institute for Sea Fisheries and Fisheries ecology  
(starting from 2018)

 ttz technologie transfer Zentrum  Bremerhaven

 centre for aquaculture research (ZaF)

 Zoo am meer - research and information centre for nature and  
species conservation
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dedicaTed To The FUTUre -  
deveLoPing SUSTainaBLe innovaTionS

»The networking of science and 
business here in Bremerhaven is 
something special. it is not only our 
students who benefit from this very 
practically-oriented profile of our 
University. it also serves as a beacon 
for the entire region and beyond.«
Prof dr Peter ritzenhoff 
rector of Bremerhaven university of applied Sciences

»We students feel right at home 
here, also because we can 
gain practical experience in 
the numerous degree courses 
in institutes and companies in 
Bremerhaven. not only does 
this prepare us well for our 
working life but already offers 
contacts to potential employers 
during our studies.« 
annika richter 
master Programme Wind Power technology

MaritiMe reSearCh 
and More

bremerhaven university  
of applied Sciences 
Coming down from the ivory tower 
and climbing up to the beacon fire

already in 1879, a navigation school came into being in the 
maritime city and shortly thereafter the urban technology 
centre - both of which are precursors to the present-day 
university. to this very day, it has preserved its maritime 
profile. among the 24 technical, scientific and business 
economic bachelor and master programme courses, a 
number of them bear reference to the ocean and climate, 
for instance in the form of energy and marine technology, 
building and wind power technology as well as environmen-
tal technology. in exchange with local businesses, all fields 
have a vocational orientation and practical alignment. the 
benefit for entrepreneurs: junior staff members are trained 
in accordance with their specific requirements.

Centre for aquaculture research 
recirculation plants for sustainable 
fish farming

in the centre for aquaculture research (ZaF), the con-
trolled breeding of aquatic creatures such as fish, mussels 
or crustaceans is tested in modern aquarium systems. in 
so doing, valuable insights are gained for professional 
fish farming, whilst at the same time complying with high 
ecological standards. in addition to this, the associated 
laboratory offers numerous possibilities to investigate en-
vironmentally relevant scientific issues.

cooperation between science and business also deter-
mines the focal points of research. here, in particular, top-
ics such as marine ecology, global warming, port indus-
tries, food and fisheries management, optimisation in the 
offshore wind industry as well as maritime traffic devel-
opment and logistics are worked on. additional fields are 
still to be added. these are, for instance, fishery research, 
which will soon already be run by the thünen institute in 
Bremerhaven.

¤
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Science and reSearch Green economy Bremerhaven
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»Bremerhaven is not only the optimal starting point for our work 
but also the perfect berth to practise research in inter- and 
transdisciplinary exchange. While taking a close look at what 
was and what is, insights gained from numerous vantage points 
can be utilised for sustainable future concepts.«
Prof dr Karin lochte 
director of the alfred Wegener institute

fk wind institute for wind energy  
ensuring things run smoothly

the institute, which is located at the Bremerhaven uni-
versity of applied Sciences does research in the fields of 
rotor blades and measurement technology and optimises 
wind turbine plants. With success: in a project together 
with the industry, for instance, a system of electric heat-
ing elements and intelligent regulation was developed 
that ensures that no ice is formed on the rotor blades.

alfred-wegener-institut  
exploring the climate

as the helmholtz centre for Polar and marine research, 
the alfred Wegener institut (aWi) first and foremost works 
in the cold and temperate regions of the world. it is one of 
only a few establishments to be equally active in the arctic 
and antarctic. however, its employees also research the 
north Sea and its German coastal regions. aWi’s objective 
is to decode the complex processes in “System earth” - 
from the atmosphere, down to the depths of the oceans 
- and to understand the climatic processes. For this, the 
institute cooperates with numerous national and interna-
tional partners. aWi’s expertise is called for: among other 
things, it makes important contributions for the intergov-
ernmental Panel on climate change (iPcc) climate report.
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»With our new construction in Fischereihafen, we have laid the founda-
tion for even more efficient fishery and aquaculture research in germany. 
Bremerhaven is the centre of fisheries management and, together with 
the existing professional expertise in marine research; it offers an out-
standing possibility to unite research and application for sustainable 
utilisation of the oceans at one location. as Thünen institute, we would 
like to use this locational advantage for excellent, application-related 
research and political consultation.«
dr gerd Kraus 
head of the institute for Sea Fisheries at thünen institute

ttz  
research service provider for  
food and resource efficiency 

under the umbrella of the independent “technologie-
transfer-Zentrum“ (ttz) Bremerhaven, an international 
team of experts works in the field of food and environ-
ment. novel procedures that are aimed at securing food 
quality; the extraction of bioactive substances by means 
of the monetised utilisation of secondary products; in-
telligent procedures for (sewage) water treatment - re-
garding all of these themes, companies will find the right 
contact person here to support them in further optimis-
ing their products and processes. new alternatives are 
also developed for organic farming within the context 
of practice-oriented research projects in the field of an-
cient grains utilisation.

fraunhofer iweS 
a breath of fresh air

the Fraunhofer institute for Wind energy and energy Sys-
tem technology (iWeS) conducts its research in a highly 
application-oriented manner. this means: what was devel-
oped here directly benefits the industry and is of value for 
society. all activities are aligned to the wind power indus-
try. in exchange with clients, methods and solutions are 
elaborated for higher system availability and improved 
efficiency of wind power production. this is done so that 
renewable energies can be gained in the most efficient 
manner possible. For this, the Fraunhofer iWeS operates 
testing infrastructure for huge components that offer 
unique testing possibilities.

¤
¤

¤

iSl  
Sustainable logistics concepts  
by the water and behind

the institute for Shipping economics and Logistics (iSL) 
is specialised in logistical systems, maritime business and 
traffic as well as information logistics. interdisciplinary 
teams supervise corresponding projects worldwide and by 
order of companies. this is done with the purpose of turn-
ing innovative ideas into practical solutions or sustainable 
business models. the foundation for this is formed by the 
analyses of influencing factors, interdependencies and the 
development of maritime business and logistics - which is 
decisive for Bremerhaven’s future.
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Living and Working Where  
oTherS go on hoLiday
thanks to a great number of offers for young and 
old, this maxim definitely holds true in bremerhaven. 

Gigantic ships on the horizon, sunbathing on a sandy beach: 
Bremerhaven is located directly by the ocean and has a mar-
itime flair. every conceivable type of water sports is possible 
here. Surrounded by nature reserves, the maritime city also 
extends an invitation to discover the surroundings while un-
dertaking cycling tours - both along the Weser river and far 
beyond. there also is plenty of green in the heart of the city: 
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facts & figures

 Bremerhaven stands for climate-friendly energy: in the meantime, a total 
of 23 wind energy plants with an overall performance of 72 mW 
continually feed green electricity into the supply grids. With a projected 
input of 144,000,000 kWh and an average consumption of 4,200 kWh for a 
4-person household, 35,000 households can theoretically be supplied with 
energy.

 the number of persons considering Bremerhaven an attractive place to 
live has increased by 15 per cent in the past eight years. this is the 
outcome of a survey conducted by the chamber of Labour. the reason: 
investments in the city’s quality of life - for instance in museums, the 
infrastructure and a successful cultural policy.

 the number 1 visitor magnet is the Klimahaus, with about 465,000 guests 
per year in 2015. this is followed by Zoo am meer, with almost 279,000 
visitors and the German emigration centre, with more than 171,000 visitors.

 the maritime city noted an increase of 9.7 per cent in overnight stays in 
the first three months of 2016. during the same time, the number of 
visitors from abroad increased by 15.6 per cent.  
(Source regarding the visitor figures and guests:  

Statistical office of the Federal State of Bremen) 

parks and gardens offer space for recreation right in the city 
centre. With the target of increased tourism, investments 
have successfully been made in cultural and leisure offers in 
the course of the past years. today, a variety of attractions 
such as the Klimahaus, the German emigration centre, Zoo 
am meer and the German maritime museum are attracting 
increasing numbers of guests to Bremerhaven.
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Living and Working Where  
oTherS go on hoLiday

»We, the Jugendklimarat, would like to participate 
in Bremerhaven when it comes to climate and 
environmental protection, and provide a concrete 
contribution in doing something about the 
throwaway society. This is why, for instance, we 
brought the repair café into being. We want to 
enlighten Bremerhaven’s teenagers and children 
regarding climate protection and sustainability, 
so that Bremerhaven remains just as green and 
worth living in, and loving, in future.«
Swantje Malin Schäfer 
Speaker of the Jugendklimarat Bremerhaven  
(youth climate council)

coaSTaL cLiMaTe +  
good connecTionS =  
quality of life
What other reasons ensure a good life in the maritime 
city? nowhere else is the air cleaner and healthier than by 
the north Sea. What is more, Bremerhaven is both fam-
ily- and child-friendly. apart from about 80 sport clubs 
and 75 educational institutions, there also are numerous 
playgrounds - some of which have been created according 
to special thematic focal points. another positive aspect 
speaking out in favour of the city: thanks to good traffic 
connections, Bremen and hamburg as well as the north 
Sea islands can quickly be reached. 
(Source for the figures: Statistical office of the Federal State of Bremen)

»The climate plays an outstanding role in the lives of people - also in the maritime city 
of Bremerhaven. here, in klimahaus, one can touch and be touched and, in so doing, 
experience how fascinating and sensitive the system earth is, but also what every 
individual can do to ensure that the impacts of global warmings will not be as grave 
here in future as already noted at numerous other locations on earth.«
arne dunker
managing director Klimahaus® Betriebsgesellschaft mbh

green eventS  
and overnighT STayS
in Bremerhaven, the topic of sustainability is also on the 
hotel business’ agenda and when it comes to events. at-
lantic hotel Sail city, for instance, bears the “certified 
Green hotel” label. this is because, in more than 70 en-
vironmental categories, it satisfies the requirements from 
the categories of energy, water, waste, food and bever-
ages, mobility, corporate social responsibility (cSr) as 
well as information and responsible conduct.





SUSTainaBLe indUSTriaL Park 
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»With our instruments, we, as a 
business development company, 
actively support the Bremerhaven 
location in mastering the chal-
lenges posed by structural change. 
here, not only should green econ-
omy be the guiding principle but 
it should also develop the consid-
erable potential of the business 
location in the field of climate-asso-
ciated business and science. a key 
component and flagship project is 
the planning and implementation 
of the sustainably-aligned industrial 
park at Luneplate.«
nils Schnorrenberger
managing director of Bremerhavener Gesellschaft für 
investitionsförderung und Stadtentwicklung mbh (BiS)
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facts & figures

 total surface of 155 ha, of which 
approx. 40 ha of sustainable 
industrial park.

 We endeavour to attain a  
certification in accordance with 
the criteria of the German  
Sustainable Building council.

 distances to:

 central station Bremerhaven 6 km

 central station Bremen 60 km

 Labrador port 1 km

 Sea port Fischereihafen 1.5 km

 international ports 10 km

 motorway a 27 3.5 km

 main road B6 / B71 1 km

 Weser tunnel 15 km
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green BUSineSS 
aT LUnePLaTe
in bremerhaven, infrastructure development goes 
hand in hand with nature conservation. here, for in-
stance, in the south of the City of bremerhaven, eco-
logical compensation areas are created for a number 
of different infrastructure projects.

today, on a surface of approx. 1,400 hectares, “Große 
Luneplate” is the largest nature reserve of the Federal 
State of Bremen - and a registered eu bird sanctuary. a 
large part of the area is a stopover site for nordic geese, 
swans and waders, the coursers. the Luneplate serves 
as a breeding area for bird varieties living in reeds, as 
well as water and meadow birds. however, in responsi-
bility for flora and fauna, additional steps are planned: 
to create a “buffer” between the nature reserve and the 
adjoining industry park, a part of the surface still avail-

able is to be developed in a manner ensuring that sus-
tainability principles are satisfied. the purpose of this is 
to protect the landscape-sensitive area and preserve the 
natural resources. What is found behind the newly cre-
ated industrial park with pioneer character: companies 
willing to settle here, shall be offered the possibility of 
doing “green” business in accordance with sustainable 
construction plans, in an attractive working environment 
- with concepts for energy and resource efficiency, envi-
ronmentally sound dealings with waste water and waste, 
as well as climate-friendly mobility. thereby, Luneplate 
is an attractive address for all those companies wishing 
to develop their business premises in accordance with 
ecological, economic and social aspects. a business 
strategy by means of which qualified personnel can be 
retained in the long run.

»The planned industrial park points out 
a way toward a future economy that 
we are happy to embark on with you. 
at this location, good business can 
be wonderfully harmonised with the 
necessary ecological criteria. This also 
applies for us as a future neighbour of 
the planned industrial park.« 
Karl-heinz fabel 
ceo of norddeutsche Steingut aG

this is where they will 
arise: attractive commer-
cial areas with a special ac-
cent. here companies wishing 
to realise their vision of 
future-oriented work will feel 
right at home. on a surface 
of about 40 ha, an industrial 
park is being developed that 
provides the framework for 
environmentally-friendly, 
resource-saving and economi-
cally efficient working.





BUSineSS deveLoPMenT
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SUcceSSFUL, FroM The idea To  
The MarkeTing oF The ProdUcT
an important service on site: navigational aid and 
support with the launching of the green economy.

mooring in Bremerhaven - this is worth your while right 
from the start. We from the Bremerhavener Gesellschaft 
für investitionsförderung und Stadtentwicklung mbh 
(BiS) are your contact persons for all questions revolv-
ing around business development. By order of the city 

of Bremerhaven, we accompany and support companies 
with our competent team when it comes to restructuring 
and new settlements. thereby, short decision paths are 
guaranteed by the fact that our work is closely linked with 
the business specialist areas of the magistrate, which di-
rectly report to the mayor. What is more, we can indepen-
dently take a decision on the applications regarding the 
federal state’s business development programmes.
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our portfolio of services:
 Support of  domiciled companies, for instance with expansion projects, 

funding projects and financing

 consultation and accompaniment when searching for a location and new 
settlement

 Sales of commercial areas and commercial properties

 Letting of commercial properties

 Search and mediation of office and commercial areas

 Support with government approval procedures

 operation of business incubators and technology centre

 consultation and granting of investment, innovation and environmental 
support as well as additional funding programmes of the Federal State of 
Bremen

 Start-up consultation and support

 consultation regarding funding programmes of the federal government 
as well as the eu

 initiation and accompaniment of r&d projects and technology transfer 
between companies and scientific institutions

 infrastructure development and realisation (road construction, civil 
engineering, hydraulic engineering, etc.)

 development of a demand-driven and future-oriented commercial area offer

 Support in winning skilled-workers

 national location marketing and acquisition of companies

 realisation of compensation measures

 organisation of joint booths at trade fairs

 cluster activities and networking
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SUcceSSFUL, FroM The idea To  
The MarkeTing oF The ProdUcT

»our company, which was founded in 2011, busies itself - among others - with 
the development of wind power components that have the purpose of increasing 
energy efficiency and reducing noise pollution. it is also involved with the innova-
tive construction of multifunctional special ships for the offshore sector and the 
construction of prototypes. For the development of our young company, the vari-
ety of different support options offered by the Bremerhaven economic develop-
ment company, was and still is extremely helpful. By means of this, we had the 
feeling we were in good hands and looked after well right from the outset.«
Martina Kuhlmann and rolf rohden 
managing directors of innoven Gmbh

BecoMing acTive  
ourSelveS

for iMPetuS  
To geT STarTed

not only do we encourage a Green economy, we would 
like to be a role model ourselves: within the framework 
of our green transformation strategy and following a de-
tailed inventory, we have now put our money where our 
mouth is. For instance, the office illumination has been 
retrofitted to Led, and the it systems have been adjusted 
to optimise their energy efficiency. in addition to this, col-
leagues are encouraged to travel to our customers using 
public transportation, bicycles or the own in-house e-ve-
hicle. and: our list of implemented measures targeted at 
protecting the environment is constantly growing.

With our Green economy strategy, we initiate, accompany 
and support structural change. this takes into account the 
ecology and economy in equal shares. among other things, 
the concept provides for the development of pilot projects 
in the Green tec sector at the location and plans to extend 
the scientific competence in this field. We also endeavour 
to have companies from environmental economics estab-
lish themselves here and create impulses for economic 
growth that are in harmony with nature and environment. 
in this regard, we do our bit to reduce harmful greenhouse 
gases and, simultaneously, create “green” jobs in the city.
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Strong networKS  
and initiativeS For  
Today and ToMorroW
biS is a cooperation partner and member of the regional 
(climate protection) networks and initiatives, which are 
described in the following: 

deutsche KlimaStiftung
in order to understand the consequences of climate change, 
knowledge as to how the climate system functions is an im-
portant prerequisite. the goal of deutsche KlimaStiftung 
is to use events and education projects to present cours-
es of action, both domestically and abroad, for sustain-
able development and climate protection in a vivid manner. 
www.deutsche-klimastiftung.de

energiekonsens - the climate protectors
energiekonsens is the charitable climate protection agency for 
Bremen and Bremerhaven. the establishment’s objective is to 
organise energy utilisation in companies and private house-
holds in the most efficient and climate-friendly manner. this 
is brought about by means of events, campaigns, projects and 
in cooperation with companies and institutions. the projects 
have the purpose of removing obstacles, providing information 
on resource-preserving behaviour and motivating people and 
companies to become active themselves. 
www.energiekonsens.de

heading toward the Climate City  
of bremerhaven
With a municipal masterplan for an active climate policy, the 
city of Bremerhaven has taken up the cause of climate protec-
tion as a public responsibility. here, “climate city of Bremer-
haven” serves as a guiding principle, according to which the 
future actions of the city, its companies and citizens are to be 
aligned. to realise the defined climate protection objectives, 
contributions for a uniform, sustainable cityscape within the 
context of a variety of working groups are provided. 
www.klimastadt-bremerhaven.de

environmental companies
under the auspices of the “umwelt unternehmen” (environ-
mental companies) office, a total of more than 170 companies 
in Bremen and Bremerhaven are dedicated to promoting and 
acting in accordance with environmental and climate protection 
principles that exceed the standards prescribed by the lawmak-
ers. thereby, they point the way toward implementing more en-
vironmentally-friendly businesses in an economically successful 
manner. “umwelt unternehmen” is a mutual activity of the Sena-
tor for environmental affairs, construction and transport of the 
Free hanseatic city of Bremen and rKW Bremen Gmbh.  
www.umwelt-unternehmen.bremen.de

wab e.v.
With its headquarters in Bremerhaven, the wind energy agency 
is the leading corporate network for wind power in the north-
west region, and nationwide point of contact for the offshore 
wind power sector. With more than 350 companies, the associ-
ation is the key contact point to numerous partners who would 
like to become involved here. conferences, seminars, study 
trips and regulars’ meetings organised by WaB offer numerous 
possibilities for exchanging views. 
www.wab.net
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